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Film Synopsis
Nineteen-year-old Ido, former lead guitarist in the rock band Diwalt, has become 
ultra-Orthodox and moved out of his parents’ home in Jerusalem. He embraces a 
new life in the city of Upper Betar, separating himself from many, if not all, of the 
people, values and priorities of the life he had before. But how can Ido separate 
from his parents and friends? The film follows Ido's psychological and spiritual 
struggle over the course of a year as his mother, father and fellow rock-band 
musicians try to come to terms with his transformation. In various ways, they ask 
Ido the question that he eventually must ask himself: Is he the same Ido? Or has 
the previous version of himself, the one they loved and the one who loved them 
in return, vanished utterly?

IDO
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Topics for discussion raised by this film
•	 Profound changes in identity in early adulthood; the rewards and the 

sacrifices for the individual and for his/her family and friends.
•	 The search for spirituality.
•	 "Becoming Orthodox": the activities, dress codes and behaviors that signal 

this process and their significance. What "becoming Orthodox" means for an 
individual and for the people around him/her.

•	 The robustness and fragility of family relationships; whether hardened 
religious/political/social beliefs in the family can be deconstructed and rebuilt 
without lasting damage or trauma.

•	 The relationship with the "other": stereotypical perceptions of certain groups 
in society and how these are challenged when a loved one identifies with such 
a group; the attempt to understand "spiritual process" in a family member who 
chooses from outside the parameters of the family's expectations.

CINEMATIC TOOLS  
FOR ANALYSIS

1. THE CHARACTERS

Over the period of a year, the main character Ido drives the narrative and drama 
of the film as he solidifies his identity as an ultra-Orthodox Jew. The director 
follows Ido's quest for his own understanding of what he is undergoing but also 
monitors the shock, bewilderment, disappointment and eventual acceptance 
experienced by Ido's secular parents. The musicians with whom Ido founded 
the rock band Diwalt, and who have been his friends for many years, must also 
undergo a transformation of sorts if they are to retain an emotional link of any 
kind with Ido and with the past that they all have shared.

Ido, the main character
Film is an audio-visual medium, and Ido's spiritual journey is signposted by 
visual symbols: his short haircut and long sidecurls, his large skullcap, his ritual 
fringes (tzitzit), his black trousers and white shirt. Ido also uses verbal statements 
and body language to signal his new ultra-Orthodox identity, peppering his 
conversation with Talmudic references and expressing disapproval for the 
philosophical underpinnings of his previous life. Video footage of Ido as a child 
and as a teenage musician give us an inkling of the previous Ido, the one his 
parents raised but can no longer locate and identify in their lives.

Ido's embrace of new activities such as Torah study, solitary meditation in 
nature, immersion in a natural spring to achieve purity and his later momentous 
decision to enter into an arranged marriage provide us with a stark contrast to 
his former habits of playing guitar, writing songs, watching TV and spending 
time with his family. This contrast gives us insight into the profound hurt and 
confusion experienced by his parents and peers in the wake of his transformation.

Supporting characters: Ido's family and friends
Ido's parents, brother, and fellow rock-band musicians struggle with the decisions 
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which have altered his life and theirs. This alteration is characterized not only by 
the "changeling" Ido who has replaced the old one, but by the strange objects 
that he introduces to the household: a special cup for netilat yadayim (the ritual 
washing of the hands), a tefillin bag (which his mother calls his "pillow"), kosher 
food and separate kitchen utensils. Ido's parents make gentle efforts to preserve 
the affection in the household and to inquire respectfully about his new beliefs 
even as they express their bewilderment and sadness.

In trying to make sense of the psychological elements of Ido's journey, Ido's 
parents reminisce in front of the camera about earlier "phases" in Ido's life in 
which he exhibited passion for objects or ideas – passions that later faded. 
This is the context in which they view his current embrace of ultra-Orthodox 
Judaism. Ido's parents vacillate between wanting to respect their son's choices 
and between their real concern for his mental and emotional welfare.

Ido's brother seems not just puzzled but also deeply hurt by Ido's physical and 
psychological abandonment of the family home. The two brothers are close in 
age, and a joint interview seems to indicate a previous bond and many shared 
experiences. Ido's defection places his brother in the unenviable position of 
becoming the household's only child; the burden now rests on him alone to 
fulfill family expectations.

Ido's fellow musicians, who are also the friends of his teenage years and with 
whom he once shared a passion for songwriting and performing, regret Ido's 
change of direction not only for themselves but for Ido as well. Most puzzling 
and saddening to them is Ido's setting aside of his musical gifts. The friends 
appear in three scenes: the footage of a joint performance at the beginning of 
the film, listening to the band's music in the middle of the film, and as guests at 
Ido's wedding at the end of the film. They appear to move very slightly towards 
an acceptance of Ido as transformed, but clearly cannot rescue feelings of 
friendship and connection from that new situation.

2. THE DRAMATIC CONFLICT
Two middle-class, educated parents raise their sons in their secular Israeli home. 
The decision of one of the sons to embrace ultra-Orthodoxy, with its radical 
differences in philosophy, approach, dress and lifestyle, rocks the foundations 
of the family, threatening to undermine the love that Ido's parents and brother 

have for him and his love for them. The conflict is exacerbated by Ido's physical 
transformation, which engenders feelings of alienation and hostility in those 
who were once viscerally connected to him. Ido himself, who has crossed a 
bridge to another universe, experiences great difficulty in retracing his steps 
back across the bridge to his former home and former life. Nevertheless, he 
must do so in order to salvage some important relationships which are at risk 
of being lost forever.

3. FILM STRUCTURE

Exposition: The film opens with brief footage of Ido as a teenage rock musician. 
It then introduces him as newly ultra-Orthodox and living as a yeshiva student 
in the town of Upper Betar.

Crisis: The crisis appears initially not as a crisis in Ido himself but in his 
parents and his friends, their incredulity and sadness. Only gradually does the 
complexity of their feelings begin to trickle into Ido's consciousness. The film 
shows an emotional development in Ido as he moves from exuberant and 
euphoric enjoyment of his new life choice to a dawning of awareness of what 
this means for his family and friends. His own crisis comes later in the film, 
with the realization that he has caused pain and sadness to others and that 
there is nothing he can do to alleviate this, if he is to remain true to himself. 
The "Ido" we have come to know by the end of the film is more subdued and 
has a more nuanced understanding of life, than the “Ido” we were introduced 
to at the beginning of the film.

Deepening of characters and progress of narrative: Slowly, Ido's parents, 
brother and friends begin to solidify their positions vis-à-vis Ido's defection 
from their world. Over the year they appear to come to terms with his new life, 
albeit reluctantly, while at the same time remaining fiercely protective of their 
values and principles as secular Jews.

Turning Point: Ido's friends sit and listen to Diwalt music with him at the Yellow 
Submarine club. In marked contrast to their combined shrieking in the video 
footage at the opening of the film, they now sit in glum silence. The four of 
them might be cellmates in prison or fish in an aquarium. The scene swells with 
everything that is no longer present.
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No humor, chemistry or back-slapping for old time's sake appears in this 
scene. Ido's old friends find very little to say to him while he, in turn, expresses 
to the camera his fervent wish that they will undergo the same process as 
himself. He perceives them as lost just as they perceive him as lost, and he 
admits to being reduced to tears when he thinks about them and their lives. 
If there could be a scene in the film marked "Point of No Return," it would 
probably be this one, in which all discussions and negotiations have become 
pointless and where silence, against the deafening background of the Diwalt 
soundtrack, is all that remains.

Denouement: One year after Ido moves to Betar, he announces his intention 
to marry.

Until this point, all the characters in the film have been attempting to negotiate 
their different positions. However, Ido's decision to find a wife through the 
services of a matchmaker is a shocking confirmation to his parents that he is 
deadly serious about the lifestyle he has chosen. Now that "the gloves are off" 
between Ido and his parents, tensions rise. Ido stands by his decision, while 
his parents try various ways to dissuade him. The fact that Ido, at the age of 
twenty, is about to become a husband and presumably a father within a short 
space of time, elevates the sense of alienation, crisis and stress in the family.

Resolution: The wedding ceremony. Ido walks to the canopy as a groom 
flanked by both his parents who, despite their qualms, have not opposed him 
outright. The presence of his parents and of his musician friends at the wedding 
is ultimately a symbol of their acceptance that Ido's life and choices are his own.
Nevertheless, the end of the film is bittersweet, underlined both by the desire 
of all to be the best people they can be in the situation, and the fact that an 
irreversible step has been taken. Ido is the only joyful character by the end of 
the film; the others wrestle with their demons. Ido's friends sit frozen at one 
of the tables as if they were mourners at a funeral. In a poignant statement 
that encapsulates the entire message of the film, one of them declares that 
the person getting married is no longer Ido, and then within a minute retracts 
that statement. 

By the end of the film we, too, are left with the question of what has been 
preserved in Ido and what has been put aside forever. Earlier, in talking about 
people's reactions to news of his engagement, Ido speaks warmly of one 

particular woman friend from the past who supports his decision to marry and 
is glad for him. Clearly he has not rejected all the old relationships outright, 
and his tone when he speaks about his parents, even though he is sad, never 
descends to bitterness or rage. On the contrary, he is careful to keep within his 
voice his love and respect for them. Their presence on either side of him as he 
walks to the bridal canopy represents his and their determination that there 
will be no severance, with perhaps the hope that new forms of connection will 
have the opportunity to grow.

Ido's friend concludes his reflection by saying, "It's really Ido, but perhaps I 
didn't know him." How well do we know our closest family members, our closest 
friends? How well do we know ourselves?

FILM LANGUAGE

1. The Narrative
The film begins when Ido has already become ultra-Orthodox, although he 
is still at the beginning of his journey. The director of the film follows Ido's 
progress over the year, documenting his actions and revealing his thoughts 
and emotions (by interviewing him) at various times and locations. The film 
also tracks the responses of those closest to Ido. The film does not make clear 
why Ido is making these new life choices or how the process began for him. 
Ido himself attempts to understand his own transformation but with limited 
success, and his parents and friends, who are even more mystified than he is, 
search for their own psychological/logical explanations.

The camera cannot take us back into a past that has already happened, but 
Ido can, through his memories. He describes how his very first observant Shabbat 
experience was uplifting, but also scared him and filled him with doubt. He 
describes a dawning feeling of "physically" being able to see God's footsteps 
in his life, a sense of all meaningless things now newly invested with meaning. 
Ido also speaks of a desire to observe the commandments (mitzvot), and in 
the film he demonstrates his enthusiasm for these new religious activities by 
washing his hands according to ritual, lighting Shabbat candles, reciting the 
grace after meals and praying with intensity and concentration.
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Conflict
But this new world, a source of joy to Ido himself, is a source of pain to those who 
love him. "Right then, I knew it was over," says one of his friends from the band. 
The director is at pains to bring us not only the fact of Ido's transformation and 
the details of it, but also the price that is being paid by those who feel they no 
longer know or understand him. In this respect, the director acknowledges and 
explores their pain and confusion long before Ido himself does so. The making 
of the film compels Ido to realize that not all the consequences of his choice are 
positive ones. Without the film, Ido would never have sat next to his brother on 
the couch and watched the two of them participate in a TV quiz show. Without 
the film, Ido would never have gone to the Yellow Submarine club to listen to 
Diwalt recordings together with his musician friends. In this respect, the film 
sometimes creates the narrative of Ido's progress through the year, rather than 
the other way around. This is an important point about documentary film in 
general: the film is not a plate of transparent glass through which we view Ido 
and the other characters. Rather, it is a "spoke in the wheels" that affects and 
alters their reality. Similarly, Ido's parents' freedom to say "on camera" what 
they cannot say to Ido allows them to express their concerns and frustrations 
in a way that would not have been possible without the making of the film.

The conflict is sharpened and deepened for all concerned as the film 
progresses. "When it was hard for me, I showed them it was hard," Ido declares, 
but most of the time he stands alone in his determination to seek out a new life 
in opposition to all the norms of his upbringing. At times, his sense of isolation 
is palpable. When he fully immerses in a natural spring, he looks at his blurred 
reflection in the water. We, the viewers, and Ido himself, have difficulty making 
sense of that reflection. Whom does Ido see there? 

Another visual manifestation of Ido's isolation is when he listens to the Diwalt 
music at the club with his friends from the band. We feel him struggling to 
connect with them, but he finds nothing in them that he can hold on to, and 
vice versa. Their physical proximity to him in the same room and the stimulation 
of memory and sentiment by the music not only fail to bridge the gap between 
them but in fact widen the gap, making it all the more painful.

Ido's parents are usually smiling when they speak to the camera, but the 
seriousness of how this has affected the family is clear both to them and to us. 

"He recites blessings over practically everything," Ido's mother says, trying not 
to mock him, but clearly the blessings are hocus-pocus to her. "Accessories like 
I've never seen before" is Ido's father's wry observation when Ido brings a cup 
for ritual hand-washing into the house. At this early stage, though, Ido’s parents 
still hope that they can come to understand him, and that by understanding 
him they will have the tools to persuade him to revert to his former self.

In the middle section of the film, Ido intensifies his religious activities and 
cuts himself off to an even greater degree from the things that connected him 
to home. Ido's estrangement from music is especially painful for his parents, 
who show us the "For Sale" sign he has made for his electric guitar. Ido's mother 
misses aspects of him that she can no longer feel. "He used to be terribly funny," 
she says. "It was fun to be around him." Indeed, as Ido's grip on his ultra-Orthodox 
world tightens, his parents' grip on him loosens and loses its power. "You feel 
like you've become an object," his father says.

By the time wedding plans are announced, there is a marked change in the 
tone of voice and the facial expressions of all the characters, most of whom lose 
their smiles. The stakes are higher than before, and Ido and his father especially 
put their views across urgently, harshly. If, until now, the film's message has 
been that change comes at a price, then at this point the question arises as to 
whether that price is too high for all concerned. No one can make jokes, remain 
neutral, or keep his voice calm in light of Ido's decision to marry at twenty years 
of age. "We also have a book," says Ido's father, speaking of secular life and 
secular values. "What about our book?"

This last comment is the key to an important subtext in the family conflict 
at the heart of the film. Ido has "become religious." In Hebrew, the phrase that 
describes someone previously secular who embraces Orthodoxy is hozer bi-
teshuva, literally translated as one who has returned to the answer or returned 
to repentance. If Ido claims to have discovered "truth" and "meaning," what 
does this say about his how he was raised and the life he had before? Does 
that mean that it was shallow, empty, or devoid of moral essence? The hozer 
bi-teshuva claims to hold up the mirror to his parents in precisely the same 
way as the newly-secular datlashit claims to hold up the mirror to hers (see 
comments on the film A Shabbat Mother.) The results are the same in both cases: 
the parents feel rejected, the life values they hold dear erased and negated by 
their children's choices.
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The director takes no stand in the movie and offers no judgment. Ido, his 
family and friends are not presented as black or white characters. They are 
merely human beings struggling for enlightenment. The director's point of 
investigation is how far family love and loyalty can be stretched. The "hero" or 
"main character" of the story is the family as much as it is Ido himself. What can 
the family accommodate? How much can it be stressed before it fractures? Are 
family unity and love stronger, in this case, than any of its members expected 
it to be? Or are they weaker?

Whatever the case, the director leaves the viewer to decide whom he/she 
most identifies with. The fact that there are no answers or solutions to the 
dilemmas shown in the film adds to its complexity and authenticity.

Genre, Visual Language and Imagery
This is a documentary film which follows the feelings and fortunes of characters 
in real life.

In literature, a writer uses "omniscient narration," or, more commonly, first-
person and close-third person narrative devices to allow us to experience the 
inner world of the protagonist. In film, we can only extract our understanding 
of what people are thinking and feeling from how they look, what they do and 
what they say. Their inner world is not directly accessible to us. The challenge 
of the director in this case was to put across an entirely abstract psychological 
and spiritual process using concrete symbols that we, the viewer, could see 
and hear. The director allows us to experience the various emotions within 
Ido by giving us visual context to those emotions: the forests where he seeks 
meditation, the natural spring where he immerses, the yeshiva environment 
where he lives. When Ido studies or prays, the director uses "long shot" to give 
us a sense of his new and altered surroundings, then moves in to "close-up." 
Ido's closed eyes and dreamy facial expressions are intimate human clues to 
the workings of his soul.

Ido himself uses tangible actions to invest his initial feelings of enlightenment 
with meaning; he takes on the “heavy lifting” of observing the commandments. 
His many religious actions in the film; studying the Talmud with others, steeping 
himself in prayer and meditation, keeping Shabbat and volunteering to clean 
off tables and wash dishes at the yeshiva seem to inspire and empower him 
and give shape and order to his chaotic inner world.

Ido's ultra-Orthodox appearance also serves the director's purposes well. If 
Ido had joined a Reform, Conservative or Modern Orthodox community after 
leaving his parents' home, his mode of dress would not differ very drastically 
from that of his secular life. But in this case Ido's sidecurls (pe'ot), black kippah 
and black and white clothing are powerful symbols of his identification with 
a very particular group.

The director also deliberately places Ido in environments that cause him 
discomfort, perhaps to challenge his assumptions or test his resolve.

The soundtrack
The film opens with footage of a Diwalt performance and the screaming of the 
vocalists as they sing. This is in sharp contrast to the following scene, which 
shows Ido in his white shirt and black pants, carrying a pot into the yeshiva 
kitchen. The rock band's heavy music is used at frequent intervals throughout 
the film. The Diwalt songs provide a soundtrack to Ido's abandoned secular life 
and also evoke the inner conflict and anger of the characters. The music gives 
us an aural sensation of the gap between Ido's two lives.

Translations of the Diwalt songs sometimes appear as subtitles on the screen. 
The lyrics of these songs are like prophetic statements that profess longing, 
confusion, angst and pain. Through these words we begin to get a sense of the 
seeds of Ido's journey, planted way back in the songs he wrote when he was 
little more than a child. Nowhere is this more in evidence than in the scene 
where Ido and his friends meet at the Yellow Submarine club and listen to the 
song "Living from Saturday to Saturday," a song that they wrote, arranged and 
recorded together. Even then, Ido had inserted a Mishnaic text into the song: 
"It was not your choice to be born, not your choice to live and not your choice 
to die." He omits the second part of this saying: "Nevertheless, you will be 
accountable for your actions before the King of Kings, the Holy One, blessed 
be He" (Tractate Avot 4:29).
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POINTS FOR  
FURTHER DISCUSSION

Trigger questions for after the screening
Note:  We have included questions addressing a wide range of ages and backgrounds. 
You are invited to choose which questions will be most appropriate for your 
educational setting

1. Who is the main character in the film? Why?
2. With which character do you most identify?
3. Family dynamics: we see a lot of different dynamics at work. Where do we 

see Ido and his parents/friends: 
•	showing	each	other	respect? 
•	trying	to	demonstrate	they	have	heard	one	another? 
•	doing	things	to	show	that	they	still	care	for	one	another? 
•	getting	angry/frustrated	with	one	another? 
•	getting	confused	and	hurt? 
•	showing	acceptance	even	when	they	don't	understand?

4. Ido has become ultra-Orthodox and embraced a new lifestyle. What parts of 
himself has he kept and what parts has he "thrown away"? What things from 
his old life could he have kept and not thrown away?

5. In the film, we see physical manifestations of Ido's spiritual journey. Why does 
Ido wear specific clothing? When we take on a different lifestyle, it often involves 
a change in the way we dress, cut or color our hair, or wear accessories. Why? 
Does what we wear say who we are as a person? Should it?

6. Ido's parents and friends struggle with his decision in different ways. What are 
the differences in their responses to Ido?

7. At the end of the film, Ido's friend, watching him at the wedding celebrations, 
says first, "This isn't Ido," and then "It really is Ido." Is it the same Ido?

8. Who is the painter Marc Chagall? Why do Ido's parents choose to hang a Chagall 
painting as a way of bridging the gap between their world and his?

Jewish practices and philosophies raised in the film

Practical and Halachic
Clothing and appearance – kippah, tzitzit, pe'ot.
Blessings (Brachot) – Blessings before eating, ritual washing of hands, grace after 
meals.
Prayer and meditation– Praying as an individual, praying as part of a group, 
meditating in nature.
Immersing in a stream or natural spring - What is the mikveh in Jewish tradition?
The Jewish wedding (Hatuna) – The canopy (Huppah), Jewish dancing.

Ethical and Behavioral
Respect for parents and respect for children; acceptance of the other and how 
we label others in the Jewish world; learning to handle conflict in the family with 
appropriate tone of voice, choice of words, body language, actions and gestures; 
reaching for independent thought and faith; looking for a life partner – the role of 
the matchmaker (traditional, J-Date, Facebook, etc.); marriage and the appropriate 
age for marriage in various communities.
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MORE SOURCES  
& RESOURCES

From "On Repentance" by Rabbi Joseph Soleveichik
"The question of whether becoming religiously observant is a continuation or a 
cessation, of whether it validates the past or nullifies it, depends on the shape 
of the process… There is the type of repentance where any wrongdoing from 
the past must be totally obliterated in the mind of the person repenting… but 
there is a different way of doing it, and that is to squarely face any wrongdoing 
in the past and not erase it from memory. With this kind of repentance there is 
no need for nullifying or invalidating the past, no need to uproot it or blot out 
all memories associated with it. A person can still identify with his past while 
beginning to embrace religious observance." (From Al ha-teshuva by Rabbi Joseph 
Dov Soloveitchik, 173–174. Translated from the Hebrew by Katie Green.)

From Avot de-Rabbi Natan, Version B, Chapter 13
It was said about Rabbi Eliezer the son of Hyrkanos who wished to learn Torah: 
His father employed many ploughers (to work his land) and (Eliezer would have 
to) plough (his father's) stony fields. He would sit and weep.

His father said to him: My son, why are you weeping? Is it hard for you to be 
ploughing stony soil? Tomorrow I will arrange for you to plough on soil that is arable.

Eliezer ploughed on arable soil but still he wept.

His father said to him: Why are you weeping?

He replied: I wish to study Torah instead.

His father said: Twenty-eight years old and now you want to study Torah! Take 
yourself a wife and have children with her, and take them to school so they can study.

Elizer was depressed for three Sabbaths in a row until Elijah (the prophet) appeared 
to him.

Elijah said: Go up to Jerusalem to (the Yeshiva of Rabbi Yochanan) ben Zakkai.

Eliezer went up to Jerusalem (to the yeshiva of Rabbi Yochanan) and there he 
also wept.

Rabbi Yochanan said to him: Whose son are you?

But he would not tell him.

Then he asked him: Why do you weep? What is that you desire?

Eliezer answered: To study the Torah.

Rabbi Yochanan asked him: Have you never been to (Hebrew) school or learned 
to recite the "Shema," or prayed, or said Grace After Meals?

He said: Never.

So he taught him all three of these things.

Then he asked him: Do you wish to study the Written Law, or the Oral Law?

He answered: The Oral Law.

That week Rabbi Yochanan taught him two laws (and their complexities) each 
day. Then on the Sabbath he revised the material with him to make sure he had 
assimilated it.

For that whole week Eliezer (was so immersed in his studies that he) ate nothing, 
until there was a bad odour coming from his mouth and Rabbi Yochanan asked 
him to leave (the study hall). So he wept.

Rabbi Yochanan said: Why are you weeping?

Eliezer answered: You send me away as if I were a leper.

Rabbi Yochanan asked him: Whose son are you?

He answered: I am the son of Hyrkanos.

Rabbi Yochanan exclaimed: You are the son of an important man and you did not 
tell me? Today you dine with me.

Eliezer said: I have already eaten, with my hosts.
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Rabbi Yochanan had enquiries made at his hosts and asked: Did Eliezer eat with 
you today?

The word came back: No. He has not touched any food for the last eight days.

(At the same time) Rabbi Yehoshua ben Hananya and Rabbi Yosi HaCohen and 
Rabbi Shimon ben Netanel (confirmed this) by approaching Rabbi Yochanan and 
saying: (Is it known to you that) Eliezer has eaten nothing for eight days?

Rabbi Yochanan (was greatly distressed) and tore his garments.

He said to Eliezer: Rabbi Eliezer, I deeply regret that you were shunned by us in 
this way. But I say to you: just as a bad odour came out of your mouth today, so 
will the teachings that come out of your mouth in future, stretch from one end 
of the earth to the other. I call you by your name as it is mentioned in the Bible: 
"And one of them was called Eliezer" (Exodus 18:4)

Israeli films dealing with these issues
Israeli films on tensions between parents and children:
Karua (Torn, dir. Ronit Kertsner), 2011 
http://www.israelfilmcenter.org/israeli-film-database/films/torn

Ma'aleh student films on these issues
See film catalog: http://www.maale.co.il/default.asp?PageID=73
Luz (dir. Yael Kaniel)
A Shabbat Mother (dir. Inbar Namdar)
Kapparot (dir. Keren Hakak)
Separation (dir. Tsofnat David Levi)
New Year's Resolution (dir. Ayala Zamir Glick)
Persian Lullaby (dir. Keren Hakak)
Sweet Sins (dir. Renana Herman).

APPENDIX

THE DATLASH IN ISRAELI SOCIETY

The Concept of the "Datlash" (person who is no longer religiously observant) 
in Israeli Society by Katie Green

In Israel, a person who has been raised in an Orthodox family but who has chosen 
a non-religious lifestyle is referred to in Hebrew as a datlash (plural: datlashim). 
Datlash is an acronym for the Hebrew phrase dati le-she-avar, meaning "formerly 
Orthodox." Over the past decade, a growing number of young people in Israel have 
ceased to identify as Orthodox and taken on a secular lifestyle. Datlashim are now 
a recognized sub-group of both the Orthodox and secular communities in Israel. A 
person may use the label datlash to explain his or her religious/social orientation 
in the high school/university/army/dating context. Some young Datlashim inhabit 
a floating, undefined psychological and spiritual space in which neither religious 
nor secular norms ever feel quite comfortable, and they often befriend, date and 
marry one another. The parents of datlashim, sometimes devastated at what they 
perceive to be their failure in transmitting their values to their children, also meet, 
communicate and empathize. Weekends, conferences, workshops and lectures 
abound for datlashim and for their parents.

In recent years, a secondary phenomenon of members of this sub-group 
returning to Orthodoxy after several years in secular society has also become 
recognized. A datlash who has reverted to an Orthodox lifestyle describes herself, 
or is described as, a datlash le-she-avar.

Although the labels datlash and datlash le-she-avar are somewhat simplistic, 
they represent experimentation on the part of Orthodox young adults in Israel 
with the boundaries of Jewish self-expression. The journey of the datlash and the 
odyssey of the datlash le-she-avar both allow for an exploration of freedoms and 
lifestyles not available in the Orthodox world, and for a solidification of sense of 
Jewish self in the Israeli context. To use the word datlash to describe a single mindset 
or worldview is no more accurate than to use blanket terms such as "Orthodox" 
or "traditional" or "secular". In reality, a whole range of accommodations and 
negotiations between the different ways one can a lead a Jewish life can be seen 
in the datlash community.
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It is no coincidence that Inbar Namdar, the scriptwriter and director of "Shabbat 
Mother," incorporated into her fictional family three sisters, each representing 
different lifestyle choices available to young people raised in a traditionally Orthodox 
environment. Namdar came of age during the decade in which the presence of the 
datlash in the Modern-Orthodox family in Israel became a common phenomenon.

Articles in Hebrew on the subject of datlashim:
"Datlash" does not mean "non-religious." By Uri Orbach, November 4, 2007 
http://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-3467548,00.html

I'm a "Datlash" – Pleased to Meet You. By Mordy Miller, January 20, 2011 
http://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-4021090,00.html

Birth of the "Datlash." By Rachel Yorovich, July 5, 2009 
http://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-3739811,00.html


